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Furniture maker David Gates has
joined forces with enamel artist
Helen Carnac. Emma CrichtonMiller caught up with them in their
Woolwich studio. Location
photography by Alun Callendar
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public signage or unglamorous institutional pots
and pans. And indeed Carnac has provided enamelled panels to decorate Gates’s furniture in the
past, including a set of gallery furniture for Bilston Gallery in 2005, while Gates has built unique
tables and wall supports for Carnac’s pieces,
which, as he has said, have represented ‘more of a
collaboration than either of us had imagined at
the start’. Through Intelligent Trouble, an artists’
group they jointly founded, they have explored
more systematically how to integrate their materials and approaches. But this year the two have
embarked on a new and different adventure.
On the suggestion of Gates’s gallerist, Sarah
Myerscough, they have made a series of works
that are wholly collaborative and jointly designed.
The public got their first view of these assertive,
mesmerising objects in a special display at the
Crafts Council’s Collect in February. A selection
can be seen this September in Future Heritage
at Decorex, curated by Corinne Julius, while at
PAD in October Sarah Myerscough Gallery will
show some newer pieces, which, while they build
on this original inspiration, are finished with a little more refinement and polish. Meanwhile, a
group of the rawest, most daring of these new
cabinets are on their way to Cheongju as part of
the Crafts Council and British Council-presented
UK Pavilion at this year’s Biennale.
Key to the new work is that Carnac’s enamelled steel plates are integrated structurally with
Gates’s engineered wood, to make a series of
striking pieces of three-dimensional art, inspired
but not delimited by the idea of cabinet furniture.
The steel is then encouraged to stain the oak
black, like blood seeping, or paint creeping in a
painterly permission of decay that is wholly in
keeping with Carnac’s tender approach to time
and its degradations. She says: ‘My bowls are
really about drawing in three dimensions rather
than about the vessel per se – and over the years
David has really helped me think in 3D: this is an
extension of that work.’
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On a breezy day in July, I find myself in the studio of furniture maker David Gates and enamel
artist, academic and curator Helen Carnac. In a
former factory close to the gleaming Thames
Barrier in Woolwich, light streams through the
windows on both sides into a space that neatly
divides in two. On one side, between heavy
machines for planing and drilling, stand three of
Gates’s distinctive sculptural cabinets, exquisitely made wooden boxes constructed from
European oak, maple, bog oak and Cedar of Lebanon, with beautifully engineered drawers for
jewellery or other treasure, two on spindly metal
legs, geometrically arranged to take the weight,
a third, Perpetually Ajar (2015), with turned
Douglas fir supports. These are not cabinets of
curiosity – it is the cabinets that are the curiosity: they have the finish of objects intended to
grace elegant homes combined with the expressive ingenuity of industrial structures.
On the other side, a large glass-topped table
holds within it, like a museum display, an array of
Carnac’s poetic steel and vitreous enamel bowls
and panels, together with archived drawings, photographs, shells, stones, clay pipes and other artefacts that evoke a radiating hinterland of
inspiration. An Anglepoise light and bench at one
end indicate Carnac’s workspace – with a kiln to
one side for applying the enamel, which she then
abrades and engraves. Carnac and Gates’s gentle
black lurcher, Woody, navigates between us as we
talk, alternating his sleeping spots.
These partners in life for 20 years have been
making work alongside each other for four. There
are clear affinities between Gates’s thoughtful
furniture, with its echoes of specific functional
structures – high shooting seats for game, spotted
on weekend walks; jetties, wharves, conveyers
and cranes, ubiquitous along the busy Thames
riverfront – and Carnac’s steel bowls and plaques
with their delicate drawings scratched in rust and
blue steel on pale industrial enamel, evocative of
the sides of metal ships or scuffed and overlooked

Left: collected and
enamelled work by Helen
Carnac, 2017. Above:
drawn panels in vitreous
enamel on steel and
graphite on paper.
Right: Perpetually Ajar II,
2017, At Cliffe 1 and 2, 2016,
David Gates, quarter sawn
European oak, bog oak,
maple, ash, Douglas fir,
Cedar of Lebanon, steel,
with an enamelled steel
vessel by Carnac

‘My bowls are really
about drawing in
three dimensions
rather than about
the vessel per se’
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is troubling. But these pieces have a relationship
to objects we have found along the river which are
welded together roughly, yet are fit for purpose.
Here, there is a rightness about how these things
are made.’ Referring to the book, Carnac adds:
‘For us it was important to show the context – our
shared visual landscape.’
Carnac, by contrast, started her creative life on
her own, setting up a workshop in metal and jewellery immediately on graduating: ‘A lot of my
work has been a material experimentation which
has required solitary focus. You have to motivate
yourself.’ Teaching, however, has provided one
way of sharing ideas and ‘moving things along
together’, while she has also taken a leadership
role in the craft world, exploring collaborative
making and the opening up of dialogue between

Right: work in progress
with maquettes and
drawings showing links
between architectural
form and structure and
ideas for cabinets
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Collaboration is a thread that both have pursued separately, as idea and as practice, throughout their working lives. Gates started out as a
furniture designer, working in teams. He became
a sole maker almost by accident: ‘I am the sort of
designer who wants to work out how to make a
form or structure by making it myself.’ He is
known for the precision of his joinery and the
beauty of his butterfly and mortise and tenon
joints, prominently on display in his collecting
cabinets, as well as the thoughtfulness in his construction. This skill and conceptual strength has
won him a number of prizes, including the Jerwood Contemporary Makers in 2010 and a Gold
Award in 2015 at the Cheongju Biennale, South
Korea. He is frustrated, however, with the way
that writers about craft tend to depict sole craftsmen as isolated figures, drawing on their own
unique intellectual hinterland and an incommunicable tacit knowledge.
His recently accepted PhD thesis analyses the
way craft practitioners often talk their way
through their making, and the impact that ordinary chat and the sharing of fragmentary stories
in the studio can have on makers’ evolving work.
If you listen in to craftspeople working alongside
each other, he says, ‘language is used critically and
creatively around an individual project. This
doesn’t help produce a universal critical language,
but it is an appropriate way to approach craft,
which is highly personalised and highly localised.’
Gates shows me a book of photographs, Fieldwork, he and Carnac have put together to accompany their new work, which is just such a localised
conversation. It features images they have taken
over many years of the Thames waterfront and
the rural hinterland of the estuary they both like
to explore on foot. Carnac offers attentive closeups of richly patterned rusted, enamelled or
lichened surfaces, while Gates provides deftly
framed analytic images of industrial structures.
As Gates says of their latest collaborative work,
‘an orthodox furniture maker would find lots that

‘These pieces have a
relationship to objects
we have found along
the river which are
welded together roughly,
yet are fit for purpose ’
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makers. In 2009 she curated the National touring
exhibition Taking Time: Craft and the Slow Revolution, which offered another way of working with a
wide group of craft practitioners to evolve a collective response to the idea of ‘slow time’.
Three years later, in 2012, Carnac began a long
and fruitful collaboration with the dancer and
choreographer Laïla Diallo, when they were
invited by Siobhan Davies Dance to work alongside each other in the residency Side By Side. They
had never met before. Critical questions they
asked themselves, as they produced an extended
body of work entitled Edge and Shore, were:
Where does a work begin or end? At what point
might you share this process? What happens
when an audience is invited in? An intense practice of creative sharing involving words, movement, materials, bodies and large quantities of
many different kinds of paper, the project finished
last summer with a final performance of a new,
commissioned work at the Whitechapel Gallery
in London. After this, ‘I felt bereft,’ says Carnac.
Yet when, in the autumn of 2016, Sarah Myerscough proposed that Carnac work with Gates,
she says: ‘We panicked!’
Then began a long process of intense experimentation. They work in quite opposite ways,
Carnac says. ‘I make lots of samples, I will have
lots of objects I have found and I will think about
juxtapositions for quite a long time.’ Gates, by
contrast, draws obsessively, filling notebooks
with ideas before he begins making. ‘We had a
couple of flaming rows about whether the enamel
was only decorative or not,’ Gates recalls. He then
experimented with joining pieces of wood not
with his elegant joints, but with Helen’s metal
pieces, folded, wrapped around or interlocking.
This proved a breakthrough. ‘It did the intellectual work we wanted it to do,’ he says. ‘It evicted
the craft wood techniques and made the metal
functional.’ Triumphantly, the pair then began to
play using those ideas in more imaginative and
interesting ways, at times self-consciously rein-

Left: In a Landscape 2,
David Gates and Helen
Carnac, 2017, oak, vitreous
enamel on steel, steel, bog
oak, Douglas fir.
Right: Cabinet 1, David
Gates and Helen Carnac,
2017, quarter sawn
European oak, vitreous
enamel on steel, steel, bog
oak, Cedar of Lebanon.
Below right: Lodged, a
Collecting Cabinet
(detail), David Gates, 2017,
quarter sawn European
oak, maple, bog oak,
Douglas fir, Cedar of
Lebanon

troducing a dovetail to underline their absence
elsewhere. There has been a great deal of ‘umming
and ahhhing’, Gates says, with ‘disputes in
moments of difficulty’.
Another step forward was for Gates to weld
metal legs intuitively, by hand, for the wooden
structures – firmly embracing an improvisatory,
industrial aesthetic. Myerscough says, of the
resulting objects: ‘These are very powerful, very
dynamic pieces. Like pylons coming out of the
floor.’ She admires Gates’s courage in eschewing
his honed craft skills in search of something more
provocative, more profound.
These viewing stations for birds or accidental
hiding places are powerfully expressive, moving
not just in their determinedly asymmetrical,
seemingly ad hoc construction but also in the
carefully worked surfaces, whether blackened bog
oak or abraded enamel. Jewellery cabinets for an
age askew, they speak outwards about the world
rather than inwards about what they contain.
According to Myerscough: ‘These works are very
sophisticated, considered and thoughtful, but
very difficult to sell.’
They are not intended, however, to be provocative. ‘I like to reveal the beauty beneath the
enamel,’ says Carnac, ‘the oxidised steel, the blue
steel – this is surface, but deep surface.’
For Gates, meanwhile, what is important is
that these pieces further his campaign to draw
people’s attention to the beauty of man-made
structures, and to the constructed nature of all
our everyday environments. These works have
not been created to house or display art –
although they might do both – but are themselves
the art. ‘Furniture has been part of the furniture
for far too long,’ he says.
‘Future Heritage’ is at Decorex International,
Syon Park, tw8 8jf, 17-20 September. decorex.com
The Cheongju Craft Biennale, 13 September –
22 October. www.britishcouncil.kr
PAD is at Berkeley Square, London w1, 2-8 October.
sarahmyerscough.com
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‘I am the sort of
designer who wants to
work out how to make
a form or structure
by making it myself’
DAVID GATES
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